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Flora and Fauna
There is so much beauty in the world. 
Photographers are so lucky to be able see the 
world differently. Photographs give us the 
ability to show others what we see. 

My favorite lens for flora and fauna is my 
50mm. The 50mm lens is so versatile. It 
creates such great bokeh with the f/1.8. It 
works very well in low light situations. These 
photographs were first adjusted in camera 
raw and then opened in Photoshop. Levels, 
temperature and sharpness were adjusted.



Portraits
Portraits are my favorite to photograph. 
Everyone is so unique. Photographers get the 
opportunity to capture how couples interact 
with one another. It’s important to capture 
the clients at their best. Unlike a leaf holding 
still on the ground people continually change. 
It’s a special job to be able to capture their 
personality. Photographers create images 
that will be cherished forever.

After taking portraits I edit the photos so that 
they look real. I want the client to look at the 
images and have their self-esteem boosted. 
I want to capture their best side. My favorite 
lens for portraits is my 70-300. It gives the 
couple plenty of space so they will feel more 
comfortable in front of the camera. 







Bannack
Bannack Montana was an amazing place to shoot. There were many different 
lighting situations that we had to know how to use to our advantage. The sun 
gave hard shadows. Posing the models was an important part in getting a good 
shot. Using the off camera flashes inside the buildings gave our clients a nice 
catch light in their eyes and gave us enough light to capture them with a quick 
shutter speed.

Off camera flashes give you less editing to do. The contrast between the 
model and the background makes the models pop in the images. In camera 
raw I adjusted the shadows and temperature. In Photoshop I got rid of any 
blemishes then sharpened eyes slightly.







Masking
I read the quotes used in these pictures on a hard 
day. I wanted to create something that would 
remind me of these quotes. We all have a unique 
plan. These quotes help us realize what’s really 
important in life.
 
To create these images I used layer masks. 
The image inside the lens is two photographs 
masked together. The background of the girl 
was masked out and the lens was placed over 
the top. I wanted the result to look like an old 
Polaroid picture. We have things pictured of how 
we would like them to turn out, but we never 
know what the result will be similar to a Polaroid 
image when it comes out of the camera.



Light Painting
Light painting requires a long shutter speed, 
flashlight, and tripod. Light painting is very 
unique.  It’s an experiment. You’re not really 
sure how it will end up. Sometimes you mess 
up and shine the flashlight at the camera or you 
accidentally move too slowly. 
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